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BGSU lifts COVID-19 mask mandate
Andrew Bailey | Editor-In-Chief
Rosiland Fletcher | Executive Content Director

B

GSU will no longer require face
coverings on campus, starting on
Monday.
BGSU President Rodney Rogers
sent a COVID-19 update Saturday, lifting the
mask mandate effective Feb. 28. This applies
to all indoor locations on campus, including
classrooms and residence halls.
BGSU Chief Health Office Ben Batey said
the mandate is being lifted per the CDC’s
COVID-19 County Community Levels. Wood
County is at a medium risk level and Erie
County — where branch campus BGSU
Firelands is located — is at a low risk level.
The medium risk level recommends three
prevention steps:
Talk to your healthcare provider about
wearing face coverings and other
precautions if you are at a high risk for
severe illness
Stay up to date on COVID-19 vaccines
Get tested if you have any
COVID-19 symptoms

The low risk level only recommends the
latter two prevention steps.
Batey said the county moving back into
the high risk level category would lead to a
reinstatement of the mask mandate indoors.
As far as discussing the decision with
students prior to it being made, Batey
said Undergraduate Student Government
President Alex Chiarelott and Graduate
Student Senate President Ikpemesi Ogundare
were sought for input.
Batey also said an email was sent out
to solicit feedback prior to making the
decision. He did not specify who the email
was sent to.
The update clarifies that individuals may
still wear face coverings at any time.
“The change in our face covering
practices does not mark the end of this
global pandemic. However, let’s take a
moment to celebrate this progress, which
truly demonstrates the power of education,
scholarship, research, technology and
innovation,” the update states.

Numbers

“The change in our face
covering practices does not
mark the end of this global
pandemic. However, let’s
take a moment to celebrate
this progress, which truly
demonstrates the power
of education, scholarship,
research, technology and
innovation.”
— Ben Batey —

B G S U C H I E F H E A LT H O F F I C E
The update states BGSU has “constantly
focused on a balanced approach” after
hearing from “every side of every argument.”
BGSU faculty teaching courses in person
can submit requests for mandatory masking
in their classrooms to the chairs or directors
of their respective departments, who then
communicate the request to the deans of
their respective college.
The college’s dean then chooses to
authorize or not authorize the request.
Batey said these requests are intended to be
temporary, and authorized requests will last
no more than a couple of weeks. Requests for
classroom masking requirements to last until
the end of the semester will “probably not” be
approved, Batey said.
For faculty who make requests that
last until spring break, Batey said highrisk individuals are encouraged to talk to
their health care providers about proper
precautions for in-person teaching.
Authorized requests are intended to
“buy that individual time” to take those
precautions, Batey said.

PHOTOS BY HANNAH MCFARLAND

Batey said the BGSU community is being
asked to be “kind and respectful” of others’
potential risk levels, such as masking 		
around individuals whose personal risk
level is unknown.
An update from BGSU’s Division of Health
and Wellness on Feb. 17 foreshadowed a
possible revision of face covering guidelines
on campus.
“As we move into the next phases of the
endemic, the University will adjust face
covering guidance in public spaces, as well as
classroom or laboratory settings,” that
update stated.
The Feb. 26 update also uses the word
endemic, stating “we have been and continue
to move toward an endemic.”
Batey defined an endemic as “being in
a position where there may be cases 		
within your community, but it’s no longer
having drastic impacts on things like your
healthcare system.”
Batey noted that certain areas of the U.S.
are still experiencing high numbers of cases
and deaths, so nationally, COVID-19 is still
a pandemic. But since COVID-19’s severity
in one city can be drastically different from
other cities, it can still be treated as endemic
in Wood County.
“Our healthcare system is not stretched, we
have resources to respond to COVID-19 cases
and the public health system feels like we’re
in a good spot here locally,” he said.
In discussions on COVID-19 possibly
becoming endemic, the flu is often cited as an
example of an endemic virus, due to it being a
consistent presence — hence the phrase “flu
season” — but manageable through yearly
vaccines and other treatment options.

In January, the Omicron variant spread
across the world, however “it appears we have
seen its peak both nationally and locally,” the
Feb. 26 update states.
According to the BGSU COVID-19
Dashboard, on-campus cases during the
spring 2022 academic semester peaked
during the period from Jan. 12 to Jan. 18, with
211 confirmed and suspected cases in total.
BGSU, Wood County, and Erie County
reported fewer cases in February compared
to January.
As of Feb. 23, the dashboard update shows
11 on-campus cases. The dashboard’s last
period reported 21 on-campus cases.
On Feb. 21, the dashboard reported 186
cases in Wood County and 74 cases in Erie
County. On Feb. 14, the dashboard reported
195 cases in Wood County and 213 cases in
Erie County.
Batey said projections indicate “we’ll
continue to stay at a low level of cases.” n
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Falcon 4 News
Abigail Muth | Reporter

LOCAL NEWS:

STATE NEWS:

BGSU mask update

DeWine’s response
to Ukraine crisis

BGSU has been adapting through COVID-19 in order to keep
students and faculty safe. After the CDC updated the mask
mandate this week based on county levels, the university has
altered their procedures for mask wearing as well. Now, based on
the level of hospitalizations and cases in the surrounding area,
they are no longer requiring masks indoors, but this is subject to
change as numbers rise and fall.

New storm sewer project

NATIONAL NEWS:

Governor Mike DeWine is taking steps to show support for
Ukraine in Ohio. Sunday, Feb. 27 was declared a “Day of
Prayer” for Ukraine across the state during Russian invasions.
DeWine was quoted in a Columbus Dispatch article saying, “We
condemn this violence and threats to innocent civilians.” He
has also directed that the state stop any buying and selling of
Russian Standard Vodka, meaning the Ohio Division of Liquor
Control will pull the estimated 6,400 bottles in the state.
PHOTO COURTESY OF NBC NEWS

County Engineer John Musteric and Storm Water Coordinator
Kevin Laughlin have proposed the need for new storm
water lines along Lime City road in Perrysburg Township
and E. Broadway St. in Lake Township in the Wood County
Commissioners meeting last week. They also exhibited the needs
of a county-wide lidar and hydrography survey. According to
statistics in a Sentinel-Tribune article, these proposed projects
will cost an estimated $437,500..

Ketanji Brown Jackson’s
Supreme Court nomination
President Joe Biden has announced his nominee to replace
Justice Stephen Breyer. Currently ono DC’s federal appellate
court, Ketanji Brown Jackson, could be the first ever Black
woman on the high court. “For too long, our government, our
courts haven’t looked like America,” Biden said in a CNN article,
“I believe it’s time that we have a court reflect the full talents
and greatness of our nation with a nominee of extraordinary
qualifications, and that we inspire all young people to believe
that they can one day serve their country at the highest level.”
This choice has garnered much praise for what she might
achieve and whom she represents.

Old post office replaced
As many in Wood County mourn the demolition of the old
post office and senior center, Bowling Green Public Services
Director, Joe Fawcett states the inability to have upgraded it to
ADA standards. “We couldn’t have just rehabbed the center,” he
said in a BG Independent News article. The building was not big
enough for the activities being held there, and there were too
many accessibility issues to leave it the way it was. “The building
is on the National Register of Historic Places. However, as long as
no federal funds are used on the site, the city can do with it as it
wished,” Fawcett said to BG Independent News.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF ART

Cleveland Museum of Art
celebrates Black History Month
The Cleveland Museum of Art has a new exhibition, “Currents and
Constellations: Black Art in Focus,” making a statement through
exhibiting works by Black artists that are rooted in history. This
exhibit is one of four on view that are showing the works of
minorities and a timely show given the current national debate
on how to teach the history of slavery and racism. An article in
Cleveland.com says that prints by Elizabeth Catlett are currently
on view that explore representations of the Black family.

OSU Women’s Basketball
makes top 10

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNSPLASH

BGSU letters for
hazing prevention
Starting this week, BGSU students will start a letter-writing
campaign to bring awareness to schools in the surrounding area
about hazing. According to the Sentinel-Tribune, these letters
will be sent to administrators of K-12 schools urging them to
identify and discuss hazing with students. BGSU students will
meet in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union from 11 a.m.
through 12:30 p.m. in room 314. This organization is in honor
of the one-year anniversary of the passing of student Stone Foltz.

The Ohio State women’s basketball team has won a position as
Big Ten co-champions along with the Iowa Hawkeyes. This win
did not come easy as starting point guard, Madison Greene,
was out with a season-ending injury at the beginning of the
tournament last week, not being able to play in the first game
against Iowa City. Coach Kevin McGuff said in an Akron Beacon
Journal article, “We really had to fight, scratch and claw to 		
get here,”

Covid-19
According to the Ohio Department of Health, Ohio has
seen 1,330 new cases on the week of Feb. 26, is under the
current average of 2,200 new cases per week, putting the total
overall case number at 2,652,634. There have been 86 new
hospitalizations and 10 new ICU admissions. The ODH
updates the weekly numbers twice a week, usually on Tuesdays
and Fridays.

New CDC mask mandate
After the CDC changed the nationwide mask policies to
be more focused on county hospitalizations and less on
case numbers, may schoolchildren are still being advised
to wear face coverings, depending on the county they live
in. According to statistics in an AP News article, “That’s the
situation in about 37% of US counties, where about 28% of
Americans live.” With new variants, protection from immunity
continues to rise.

State of the Union address
Amidst Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and economic challenges
including spiraling inflation, President Joe Biden delivered his
first State of the Union speech last night, focusing on unity and
his economic agenda. A ban on Russian flights in U.S. airspace
will be in full effect by Wednesday. His speech also touched
on his Unity Agenda centered on healthcare. He also called on
Congress to enact gun control measures, apply more scrutiny
to social media platforms and ensure corporations pay what he
called “their fair share of taxes.”

Florida’s new school bill
Last week, Florida’s House of Representatives passed a bill
that limits how and when educators are allowed to discuss
gender and sexual orientation in the classroom. This bill has
been controversial for many, and parents are saying that it
might make school harder for LGBTQ youth, who already face
a higher rate of bullying. This bill only effects classrooms up to
the third grade, and there is a new policy on teachers notifying
parents when there is a change in their students mental or
emotional health. According to NPR, this bill will also allow
schools to withhold any information that might seemingly
result in abuse, abandonment or neglect.
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UPCOMING Falcon 4 Entertainment

Your weekly recommendation of a movie, book, TV show and album
Gretchen Troxell | Reporter
‘Booksmart‘ (2019)
Best friends Amy and Molly have spent all of high school focusing on academics… and
only academics. For the two girls, being book-smart has meant missing out on classic
high school experiences and they decide there’s no time like the present and set out to
enjoy themselves at a party and break some rules before graduation. As the two navigate
their first party, they also find themselves in tricky romantic situations and have to learn
how to master their nerves (sometimes more successfully than others). This coming-ofage comedy also points out inaccurate sexist stereotypes and has LGBTQ+ representation
and can be watched for free on Hulu.

Wednesday, March 2nd

FACULTY ARTIST
SERIES: COLE BURGER
PIANIST

BRYAN RECITAL HALL
// 8PM

Book:
March 1st - 4th

‘The Spellman Files’ by Lisa Lutz (2007)

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS SIGN UP

The Spellman Files focuses on Izzy Spellman, a private investigator, working for her family’s
business who loves any opportunity to get into everyone’s business, even if she has to take
slightly illegal routes to do so. Of course, with a family full of P.I.s (with the exception of her
perfect lawyer brother, David), the whole family also loves getting into everyone’s business.
After growing tired of a lifetime of zero privacy, she tries to get out of the family business but
is faced with one last case. Izzy is, above all else, snarky -- making for a hilarious first-person
narrator. She has a history of reckless drinking and horrendous romantic endeavors. Her
family’s far from perfect, with her uncle, constantly disappearing on “lost weekends” and her
younger teen sister loving surveillance just a little too much. The Spellman Files makes for a
laugh-out-loud read, with parts that’ll still tug right at your heartstrings.

DODGEBALL, KICKBALL & MORE

PERRY FIELD HOUSE
// ALL DAY

Friday, March 4th

TV Show:

PROFESSIONAL
HEADSHOTS

‘Crazy Ex-Girlfriend‘ (2015-2019)

This romantic musical dramedy was created, directed and written by Rachel Bloom
and Aline Brosh McKenna, with Bloom starring as the main character Rebecca Bunch.
Rebecca is a successful lawyer in New York who abandons her seemingly perfect life after
randomly running into a former summer camp boyfriend to move to California to pursue
love. The show twists the usual usage of the sexist phrase “crazy ex-girlfriend” and follows
Rebecca through her highs and lows. It also shines a spotlight on mental health and
tackles gender stereotypes. “Crazy Ex-Girlfriend” is a fun, upbeat show, complete with
hilarious musical numbers, and allows for a good laugh while still maintaining its focus
on larger issues.

DROP-IN HOURS

BTSU, SUITE 225
// 1-3PM

March 5th - 8th

VISITING ARTIST
WORKSHOP: GRACE
WHITESIDE

Album:

‘Better Oblivion Community Center‘ by Phoebe Bridgers & Conor Oberst (2019)

FINE ARTS CENTER 1206
// 9-5PM

This album features indie artists Phoebe Bridgers and Conor Obsert and is a mix of indie
rock, indie folk, and alternative. The album goes back and forth between upbeat sing-alongs like ‘Dylan Thomas’ and more reflective pieces like ‘Didn’t Know What I Was in For.’
The most powerful strength of the album is the lyrics which frequently comment on both
society and the fakeness of human interactions and inter-self struggles. Each song has a
different sound to it, but Bridgers and Obsert connect them in a masterful way to make
a concise and emotionally powerful album. The two have also released a single together
called ‘Little Trouble’ and a 44 second single called ‘Symposium Message.’

March 7th - 11th

SPRING BREAK NO CLASSES
BGSU CAMPUS

For More Information
on The Arts, Theatre,
Musical Arts, and Other
Events visit the following:
>> EVENTS.BGSU.EDU
>> DOWNTOWNBGOHIO.ORG

101 Kuhlin Center

Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Email: andbail@bgsu.edu
Website: bgfalconmedia.com
Advertising: 101 Kuhlin Center
Phone: (720) 219-5947

ANDREW BAILEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
MEGAN FINKE
MANAGING EDITOR

ON
THE

STREET

Movie:

EVENTS

PEOPLE

DESIGNERS:
ALEX PETERSON
KYLE NELSON
MARISSA HURD
TYLER HASUL
TIM RICKETTS
HANNAH MCFARLAND

How does the mask mandate
being lifted affect your
masking decisions on
campus?
SHARECE
ALLEN
SOPHOMORE
Mechanical and
Manufacturing
Engineering

“When it gets too crowded
that’s when I get a little
overwhelmed just because it’s
something new.”
CONNOR		
WINKE
SOPHOMORE
Criminal Justice
Forensic
Investigations

“I’m pretty happy the mask
mandate was lifted due to
the CDC’s changing of mask
guidance. I know it’s helpful
to see our professors and
classmates, so I am for it.”

LINDSAY
KLEES
JUNIOR
Environmental
Policy and Analysis

“I would say, looking at
the CDC guidelines, it
is appropriate to lift the
mask mandate. If you are
still anxious in this type of
environment it is okay to still
keep your mask on.”

CASSIDY
ROGINSKI
SENIOR
Psychology

“I’m glad the mandate is lifted.
If someone isn’t comfortable
with taking their mask off in a
classroom or building they still
have the option to keep it on.”

BG NEWS

bg
news

BUCKET
LIST 2022
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✔ Order cookies
from Insomnia Cookies
Indulge in one (or
three) of the best
freshly baked cookies
made just downtown
at 143 E. Wooster St.
Insomnia is open
until 1 a.m. Sunday to
Wednesday and 3 a.m. Thursday to Saturday.

Apply to be
✔Paint the rock! Freddie
and Frieda

Located in the grassy area, west of
Kreischer Quadrangle, The Spirit Rock
shines with
layers of
history and
school spirit.
Sign up with
your student
organization
to paint
the rock.

✔

Qualifications to be
a BGSU bird are: a
3.0 cumulative GPA,
good standing with
the university, be an
undergraduate student
and a full-time student in
Fall 2022 and Spring 2023.
Apply by 11:59 p.m. on
March 4, 2022.

University Village
& University Courts

“
By Falcons

For Falcons

“

The corner of Clough and Mercer
(one block away)

One & Two Bedroom Apartments
• Generous Utility Package
(gas, water, sewer, and trash)
• Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• Walk to Campus
• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenace

STREAMING LIVE
MUSIC, SPORTS
& MORE...

@ bgfalconmedia.com
419-352-0164 | www.universityapartments.us

24/7

BG NEWS
BGSU loses $95 million

Tuition rise for incoming cohorts, maybe grad students
Nia Lambdin | Reporter
BGSU Chief Financial Officer and Vice
President for Finance Administration Sheri
Stoll spoke to the Undergraduate Student
Government about BGSU’s financial struggles
throughout the pandemic.
After calculating the losses due to COVID-19
and other factors, Stoll said BGSU has lost $95
million in excess, with only some of that money
being recovered by the Higher Education
Emergency Relief Fund. This number will
continue to grow if COVID-19 or the Omicron
variant were to worsen once again.
“If things ramp back up … that loss figure
could potentially go up. We have received
institutional aid but it isn’t going to be
anywhere near the cost of the losses we’ve
concurred and continue to experience,” Stoll
said.
BGSU was quick to fill their losses by
supplying new programs to the student body.

Stoll made it clear that the university was also
looking to raise prices on room and board,
increase tuition for students starting 2023 —
referred to as the 2023 cohorts — and possibly
increase the graduate students’ tuition as well.
“All of these will be applicable to the
incoming cohort group. So, if you are a current
student, these increases do not impact you.
We are also contemplating a pretty significant
increase in our graduate tuition. This is not
final yet,” Stoll said.
In the fall semester of 2019, BGSU welcomed
over 3,300 students within their incoming
freshmen cohort, however, Stoll said due to
the significant impacts to the Fiscal Year 2021
budgets, there has been a 7.5% decrease in
enrollment numbers this year. n
To view the rest of the article go to
www.bgfalconmedia.com
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USG: ‘Mask up out of kindness’
Nia Lambdin | Reporter
The Undergraduate Student Government
tabled a resolution to recommend the
reinstatement of the mask mandate indoors.
In its place, USG is planning a campaign to
destigmatize masks on the BGSU campus.
USG President Alex Chiarelott said the
executive branch tabled the resolution to
“take a step back, get a more broad scope
and understanding of how the student body
felt about the change.”
In order to conduct a survey of student
opinions on masking on campus, Chiarelott
said USG may work with BGSU Chief Health
Officer Ben Batey, rather than sending one
out themselves and potentially not reaching
students who do not engage with USG.
During general assembly, which happens
after the executive branch meets, Internal
Affair Chair Nolan McHugh tabled the
resolution instantly and brought up the

JOHN NEWLOVE
R E A L E S T A T E,

I N C.

GOING FAST
FOR RENT

APARTMENT
S
STUDIOS
1 & 2 BEDRO
OM

2022-202G!
HOUSIN

419-354-6553
OPPORTUNITY

COMPLETE RENTAL LISTINGS AVAILABLE
ONLINEOR AT THE RENTAL OFFICE
S U C C E S S F U L LY S E R V I N G B G S U S T U D E N T S S I N C E 1 9 7 8

Tours/Showings available by appointment

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

To view the rest of the article go to
www.bgfalconmedia.com

1. Pilfer
2. Sprite
3. San Antonio fort
4. Record (abbrev.)
5. Bee house
6. Malodorous
7. Burden
8. Unwanted
9. Alkaline liquid
10. Wound
11. Recorder
12. Midmonth date
13. Style
18. Small amount
22. Precious stones
24. Skittles
26. Sounds of disapproval
28. Natural satellites
29. Soft drink
30. Satan's territory
31. Applaud
32. Indian music
33. Native Australian
34. Dispute

WE HAVE WHAT YOU WANT!
TIME TOR
PLAN FO 3

campaign, “remove the stigma from
mask-wearing even without a COVID-19
or whenever you’re sick just wearing
a mask, being able to protect yourself
and to look out for those who might be
immunocompromised.”
McHugh went on to explain the campaign
as a promotion of unity and good intentions
within the BGSU student body rather than
trying to divide it in any way.
The campaign will support wearing a
mask out of kindness, not for any
political reason.
Chiarelott said wearing a mask should
not be a statement of political opinion but
rather a gesture to keep others safe. n

1. Box
5. Be in trouble with
10. Snip
14. Scrabble piece
15. Cent
16. Start over
17. Precision
19. Matured
20. Direction
21. Lift
22. False front
23. Large spotted feline
25. Originates in
27. Frozen
28. Unsuitable match
31. Large long-necked wading bird
34. Bottle stoppers
35. Caviar
36. Laboratories
37. Footwear
38. Corridor
39. In the past

40.
41.
42.
44.
45.
46.
50.
52.
54.
55.
56.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

African antelope
Reef material
Sunshades
Type of snake
Drive forward
Welcome mat
An evil spirit
Habituate
Anagram of "Ail"
Analogous
Showy bloom
Territory
Swift
Dirty air
Colors
Put off
Not in danger

37.
38.
40.
41.

Blackthorn
Rime
Catch a glimpse of
One who murmurs
lovingly
43. Atonement
44. Boundary line
46. Double
47. Lava
48. Offish
49. Slight color
50. Hairless
51. Alright
53. Childlike
56. Unhappy
57. Donkey

HELP WANTED
—

B

O

MY

K

N

Managers for Both Locations
APPLY TODAY!
BuckeyeBell.com

G

G

R

E

E

N

—

NOW

HIRING

GREAT PAY
–––––
CLOSED BY 10PM EACH DAY
–––––
CONSISTENT SCHEDULES
–––––
GREAT ATMOSPHERE

419-352-FOOD
bgburger419@gmail.com

NOW HIRING
Case Managers, Therapists, Direct
Care, Support Services and MORE

Your Help Wanted ad
could be here next week

for Lucas and Wood Counties

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
APPLY TODAY!
harbor.org/employment
or scan QR code 1 2/24/22
A leading mental
ai164571245545_5x2.5_BG_hiring.pdf
9:20 AMhealth provider in Northwest Ohio

Contact Tonya Whitman
419- 372-2606
twhitma@bgsu.edu

NOW HIRING!

FT & PT ASSEMBLERS
OPEN INTERVIEWS EVERY
TUESDAY 1-3 PM & WEDNESDAY 8-10 AM

Y

Y

I

HIRING
NOW

M

Y

L

Get the job you want and need!

C

M

W

NOW HIRING
up to $12 with tips • free meals • instant pay
401(k) • health insurance • medical benefits
apply at rapifiredpizza.com/application

852 south main street, bowling green

Apply at RegalBeloit.com
On-line applications are required of all applicants.
Regal produces electrical components,
such as terminal blocks and fuse holders, for multiple
industries. Our assembler positions involve light
manufacturing of quality product in a safe, clean,
air-conditioned environment.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
MINORITIES/WOMEN/VETERANS/DISABLED

427 Van Camp Rd, Bowling Green, OH

• 419-352-8441
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OPINION

Header

Lifting mask
mandate is
irresponsible

Bernadette Bowen | Guest Columnist

Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday mornings
9 a.m. – Noon
Presented by Mark Zaborney

Broadcast locally on
WBGU 88.1 FM
Streaming worldwide on
bgfalconmedia.com
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Considering the ongoing, multipronged
tragedies we are all facing worldwide, I
can hardly imagine a more irresponsible
decision for an institution to enact at this
moment than lifting a mask mandate
while thousands of cases continue to occur
nation- and worldwide.
If you don’t believe me, do a simple
Google search for: COVID-19 dashboard.
Look at the data yourself. It’s blatantly
clear this pandemic is not over, regardless
of institutional dismissal and reluctance
to treat it seriously. As I discussed in my
previous piece explaining why I stepped
down from my assistantship, the sadder bit
is that the corporatized dehumanization
of teachers, staff and learners cannot be
divorced from its historical context. This,
and all previous inhumane decisions,
represent business as usual.
Despite these interlocking and
compounding normalized inhumanities,
we owe it to ourselves as well as our
community members (who are parents with
children under five, immunocompromised,
older adults and/or those suffering from the
under-researched and underrepresented,
yet disabling, effects of long-COVID, among
all other neglected vulnerable groups) to
do better, and advocate for ourselves for an
enforcement of masks.
Many who comprise the aforementioned
historically targeted and most vulnerable
groups have had no other choice, but to
protect their own health, safety and lives,
then to follow strict quarantine lifestyles
since March 2020. It has now been nearly
two whole years.
Thus, these folks and more have not
had the autonomy to just exist in public,
as if their lives do not matter anymore.
This surprise removal of mask mandates
signals an additional way that institutions,
like BGSU and others, are now deciding to
enforce rules that implicitly and explicitly
imply vulnerable lives do not matter.
It could not be any clearer that, even after
nearly two whole years, It does not matter
if administrators’ decisions are made to
prioritize profit, or otherwise.
Yes, in some sense, learning how the
foundational logics and rationale of
neoliberal present-COVID institutions
have adapted over time is crucial.
However, readers do not need a crystal
ball, or to be historically versed in this, to
see that the current actions will inevitably

lead to the same conclusions. All they need
is a search engine.
The data is clear that another elimination
of the mask mandate on college campuses,
or anywhere on earth, is to put in motion
another absurdly inhumane environment,
neglecting all vulnerable groups.
Thankfully, the only information anyone
on this or any other campus needs to access
to see that is any and all legitimate research
findings about this virus. This data is not
hidden behind a paywall like most academic
research. If you look at the most recent
research findings, we know that COVID-19
is airborne. It can remain in the air for a
few hours, and remains a contagious sight
unseen.
If you look at the data, it could not be
any clearer how irresponsible a choice to
eliminate mask mandates anywhere at this
point truly is. And much like any research,
the overwhelming cases and deaths reported
nation- and worldwide are only as reputable
as those who report. But, unfortunately,
there are inevitably those who are not.
Therefore, because of the sheer fact that
there are those among us who fall into
these vulnerable groups, regardless of the
impressive vaccines dispersed, all premature
removals of mask mandates have failed to
protect us all. The ones who have gotten
sick, become disabled, and/or passed away
from COVID-19 or its complications are
not expendable casualties. More of us will
continue to be lost if institutions refuse to
be responsible and do the bare minimum
of resuming mask mandates in any and all
public places necessary.
Lastly, the issue with removing mask
mandates during present-COVID is that
the justifications institutions have made
demonstrate a blatant disregard or ignorance
of our worldly interconnections.
In other words, a removal of mask
mandates not only neglects the amount of
cases not being reported, as if they don’t
exist. But, they are also irresponsible because
they neglect the basic fact that so many
university members of all kinds can and do
move between locations.
Realistically, many of us do not stay in a
single county, state, or even nation. So, for
administrators to disperse language to its
university body as if the low rates of cases
in a few local counties suddenly make the
entirety of campus a safe zone is ludicrous.
Read the rest at bgfalconmedia.com.

n  2/23: Women’s BB (70) vs. Akron (72) L
n  2/25: Baseball (2) vs. Austin Peay (8) L
n  2/25: Hockey (1) vs. Lake Superior State (5) L

Kadie
Hempfling

SPORTS
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n  2/26: Men’s BB (67) vs. Western Michigan (78) L
n  2/26: Softball (10) vs. Central Connecticut State (2) W
n  2/27: Women’s Tennis (4) vs. Cleveland State (3) W

UPCOMING
EVENTS:
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2ND

VS
BGSU VS. KENT STATE // 7PM
WOMENS BASKETBALL
FRIDAY, MARCH 4TH

VS

JENNA DIBLASI | REPORTER

Women’s basketball forward Kadie
Hempfling has stats that prove her
sports talent.
As the team captain, she has led the
women’s basketball team to 12-11 this
season, reaching over 1,000 career
points to rank No. 28 in BGSU history
on the career scoring record.
Born and raised in Glandorf, a
village on the edge of Ottawa, Ohio,
Hempfling grew up on a dairy farm. By
helping her family around the farm at a
young age, she developed a work ethic
which translated to her sports career.
“I grew up around basketball. My
dad coached my sisters and I, so I was
always in the gym. I really enjoyed
playing, and I fell in love with the
game,” she said.
Her family has been the biggest
support system throughout her
journey thus far.
“My dad is one of the strongest
people in my life and my three older
sisters have always pushed me to be
the best in everything. They helped
me have the competitive edge that I
have today and I am really thankful
for that,” she added.

My dad“
is one of

BGSU VS. TOLEDO // 6:30PM
WOMENS BASKETBALL

Brenden Dean, Mary Baird, Alison Kaiser, Jacob Clemons, Hailey Kurts, Jordan Egbert and Danny Howard

Six birds revealed
ANDREW BAILEY | EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

S

ix BGSU birds were revealed
at the Stroh on Saturday,
after men’s basketball lost to
Western Michigan 67-78.
The birds faced the student
section and were unmasked in pairs
of one Freddie and one Frieda, each
met with roaring applause from the
crowd.

The Freddies were:
Jordan Egbert, senior dietetics
major from Gibsonburg, Ohio;
n Danny Howard, senior flight
technology and operations major
from Cincinnati, Ohio;
n Brenden Dean, senior political
science major from Clyde, Ohio
n

The Friedas were:
n  Hailey Kurtz, junior biology

the strongest people
in my life and my
three older sisters
have always pushed me
to be the best
in everything.

major on pre-med track from
Hilliard, Ohio;
n  Alison Kaiser, junior public
relations major from Westerville,
Ohio;
n  Mary Baird, senior tourism,
hospitality and event management
major from Cleveland, Ohio

“

Each bird said one of their favorite
parts about their roles was being able
to give back to the university through
school spirit, all under the guise of
giant, anthropomorphic falcons.
“How do you give back to a
community that has given so much

— Kadie Hempfling —
Women’s Basketball Forward
To read the whole article visit
bgfalconmedia.com.

PHOTO BY HANNAH MCFARLAND

“

It’s not about
any of us six.
It’s all about serving
the community.

“

— Danny Howard —
Freddie Falcon
to you? Like this,” Kurtz said, lifting
her feathered arm.
“It’s not about any of us six
(birds),” Howard said. “It’s all about
serving the community.”
For Baird, the secrecy of their
identity allows her to have extra fun
while not in costume.
“You get to see all these people you
don’t even know, but then you see
them when you’re not (dressed as) a
bird and you’re like, ‘oh, I know this
about you,’” Baird said.
The birds also shared stories of
their favorite memories.
Kaiser said she had an ongoing
game of Rock Paper Scissors with
Riggs, a younger kid she often saw
around campus while in costume.
“(Riggs) absolutely lights up
when he sees us. He runs, full force,
straight ahead and he’s like, ‘rock
paper scissors,’ Kaiser said, excitedly
slapping her fist into her palm.
Despite facing six different
opponents whenever he sees them,
Riggs handily has a winning record
over the BGSU Birds.

Baird said her favorite memory
is attending the University
Dance Association National
Championships with BGSU’s UDA.
Dean’s favorite memory came
from running the Freddie and
Frieda 5K at homecoming in the
fall semester of 2021, a first for the
BGSU Birds.
“It was hot and I probably won’t
(run in full costume) again, Dean
said. “But it was definitely worth it in
that moment.”
Kurtz and Egbert both said
promoting school spirit at lively
sports games was a highlight.
Kurtz said the weekend hockey
doubleheader against OSU on Dec.
16 and 17 was a particular favorite.
Egbert said BGSU football
upsetting Minnesota on Sept.
25 “was absolutely an amazing
experience to be a part of.”
“Also, all the times we were
hiding in bathrooms taking breaks
and I would accidentally flush
the automatic toilet with my tail,”
Egbert said.
Howard’s favorite memory was
standing on the turf of the University
of Tennessee’s field at BGSU
football’s season opener.
After their reveal, the stadium
crowd stormed the court and the
birds took pictures with friends,
family and old Freddies and Friedas.
The deadline for BGSU Birds
applications is March 4 at 11:59pm.n

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9TH

QUARTERFINALS // 11AM
WOMENS BASKETBALL
MARCH 10TH - 12TH

CHAMPIONSHIPS //
ALL DAY //
WOMENS SWIM

FOR MORE

VISIT:

BG Falcon Media
BGFALCONMEDIA.COM FOR BG
NEWS AND MORE INFO
WBGU-FM 88.1 BROADCASTING TO BG
AND OTHER SURROUNDING AREAS
BGSUFALCONS.COM FOR BGSU
ATHLETIC EVENTS AND TICKET SALES

MAC hoops dreams still alive
The men’s basketball team’s
hopes for a Mid-American
Conference tournament berth are
still alive thanks to a 80-77 victory
over Ohio University last night at
the Stroh Center.
The Bobcats (14-5 in the MAC)
overcame a strong start by the
Falcons (5-14 in the MAC) to pull
within three points late in the
fourth quarter. But free throws
from a technical foul allowed the
Falcons to put the game away.
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Alumni honor plan to reunite on ‘Twosday’
Gretchen Troxell | Reporter

In the fall of 2001, four strangers moved into
Kreischer Darrow, the then honors dorm for
BGSU students. The four instantly bonded
together and discovered a shared sense of
humor and love of committing to a bit – in fact,
they loved it so much that in their early college
years they decided to meet up on 2/22/22 at
exactly 2:22, approximately twenty years in
the future.
And they committed to that bit.
At 2:22 a.m. on Feb. 22, 2022, 2005 BGSU
graduates Zach Starkie, Stephen Hamilton,
Matt Benzel, and Jim Brown met up in BG to
celebrate their strong friendship and the pact
they made almost twenty years ago.
Yes, you read that right: 2:22 a.m. The
group had originally planned to celebrate
at 2:22 p.m. but after an unexpected time
conflict, they shifted to meet in the
morning, determined to not miss their
once-in-a-lifetime event – sleep isn’t that
important anyway.
Despite the many years since the pact was
first created, all four of them knew they would
follow through on it.
“Despite everyone in my life being skeptical
to some extent about us all remembering this
date, even though it was only mentioned one
time that we were going to meet up on this
date, I had forever zero doubt that we’d all
remember it,” Brown said. “I just knew that
we were all so strong as a unit, there was zero
chance that this would get forgotten.”
There was a significance to when they all
met as the group of four were only in college
for a few weeks before 9/11. Benzel and Brown
were roommates during this time, so they
found out together through Brown’s dad, but
when they tried to watch, they discovered the
cable was out.
“I remember the uncertainty, the
confusion,” Benzel said. Due to the cable
issues, everyone had to gather in the common
area of the dorm, and “we watched the second
tower fall on TV.”
Benzel describes the experience as
“completely insane” and said the image was
ingrained in his brain.
Later in a class, they found themselves
confronted with classroom discussions as

At 2:22 a.m. on Feb. 22, 2022, 2005 BGSU graduates
Zach Starkie, Stephen Hamilton, Matt Benzel
and Jim Brown met up in BG to celebrate
their strong friendship and the pact they made
almost twenty years ago.
they tried to make sense of the unprecedented
event – this may sound familiar to friend
groups today as Brown compared COVID-19 to
this generation’s 9/11.
As they discussed, one classmate made a
comment suggesting 9/11 was not a big deal as
“people die everyday,” and Brown described the
classroom as immediately reacting.
“It was this atom bomb that exploded in the
room of frustration, anger and confusion, and
it was one of those things where I think at that
moment you went really quickly from being a
high school senior to being a college freshman,”
he said. “You suddenly realized we’re adults
now. We need to make sense of this crazy world
of things that we don’t understand. It’s up to us
to make sense of it.”
The group met up at Campus Pollyeyes
for dinner, and it was as if no time had ever
passed. Immediately, they were laughing freely,
cracking jokes, and referencing memories
without concern of judgement or alienation.
“It’s so fun to be so open and honest with
each other to the point where you know where
the limits are,” Benzel said. “It’s literally going
to kick off like we were never apart, and we’ll
just be cracking jokes, and we made a playlist
that we’re going to play, and no one knows what
everyone submitted. We’re going to get here,
and I don’t know exactly what we’ll be doing,
but we’ll be playing our playlist.”
The group describes themselves as honest,
where the more appropriate phrase would most
likely be brutally honest.
The guys wasted no time appraising Benzel’s
tight shirt at dinner, vocalizing their offense at
seeing his nipples through it.
Brown was also quick to shout, “Let the jury
show that Zach is an idiot” after he admitted to

never taking an honors critical thinking class.
It should be noted, however, that these
memories and odd jokes are often incomplete
when said by one individual. The group often
finishes each other’s sentences and finds
themselves disagreeing over actual memories
– like how conveniently everyone except
Benzel remembers him shipping out Pollyeyes
to Colorado.
There were also disagreements over who
the “glue” of the group was as there does not
appear to be any distinct roles in the group.
They simply exist as a unit and interact like an
old married couple.
The group of self-proclaimed nerds owe
the start of their friendship to the third floor
of Kreischer Darrow where they all lived
close together, and Brown and Benzel were
roommates. Afterwards, they lived together
throughout college (except for Starkie, who
lived somewhere else for a single year, but, as
Hamilton said, “we try not to talk about it.”).
“We would all just be there. I have really fond
memories of our time in Darrow,” Starkie said.
“That was the beginning of independence. We
stayed up late playing video games just passing
the controller and listening to music.”
Hamilton and Brown actually returned to
BGSU for master’s degrees and ended up living
together for a total of six or seven years.
“For a long time, Jim and I were each other’s
longest relationship,” Hamilton joked, saying
he called Brown randomly one year to inform
him, “my wife finally passed you on the
longest relationship.”
As might be assumed, this was not the
group’s first bit. In their junior or senior year,
the group went to a party and (legally) bought
EKU 28 beer — which is 11% alcohol — to play

beer pong with. Maybe as a result of the beer
not being great, the night did not end well,
resulting in one of the bottles being left in
the refrigerator.
Benzel had hoped to erase his memories of
that notorious beer, so he was understandably
surprised when it was gifted to him as a
wedding present when he was married
in 2006.
Since then, the group began a tradition of
exchanging “this one bottle between us for
celebratory events, kids, weddings, whoever
was having the next thing. It became this
joke of a bottle that we never opened,” 		
Benzel explained.
Fourteen years after the group’s first
wedding, Brown was the last to wed in July
2020. Due to the pandemic, they rented a cabin
in Hocking Hills where they finally opened
and drank that bottle of over 15-year-old beer
together (the low expectations for that beer
were lowered that day).
The passing years and time apart do not
seem to have any impact on this group of
friends. While they do have a group chat to
keep up with each other, they do not have to
depend on constant communication to have a
strong relationship with each other.
“If we don’t talk for a year or if we talk every
month, it’s exactly the same. Never once in
talking to any of these three, has the beginning
of the conversation ever begin
with
‘well, I haven’t heard from you in a while.’
Whenever we talk to each other is the right time
to be talking to each other, and I think that’s
what’s made this so powerful,” Brown said.
Starkie, Hamilton, and Brown all
majored
in a form of education (although Hamilton later
got another degree in math) whereas Benzel the
outlier majored in computer science.
Since then, Starkie and Brown went off to
teach with Starkie teaching guitar at Sycamore
Community Schools in Cincinnati, and Brown
teaching English at Start High School in Toledo.
Hamilton has worked in statistical modeling
for insurance companies including Progressive
and Farmers Insurance, and Benzel is currently
the Head of Technology at Findaway.
Read the rest at bgfalconmedia.com

BG NEWS
REMEMBERING

Stone Foltz

PHOTOS BY HANNAH MCFARLAND

Megan Finke | Managing Editor
A group of BGSU students, staff
and faculty covered about half the
union oval on March 1 at 7:30 p.m. to
remember Stone Foltz, a former BGSU
student who died of a hazing incident
nearly a year ago.
Three people spoke: Interfraternity
Council President Simon Peter “Pete”
Dunkle V, BGSU President Rodney
Rogers and BGSU Chief Health Officer
and Hazing Prevention Coordinator
Ben Batey. Each noted how they did
not know Foltz.
During Rogers’ speech, he said
Foltz’s family was unable to attend the
memorial because of another commitment. He said “on behalf, we want
them to know, that on behalf of each
of you, all of our faculty and staff, students, alumni and community member, in this great community of Bowling Green, we want to make sure they
know that we are offering our sincere
and heartfelt condolences to his family
and friends.”
The memorial was a time to
remember Foltz as not only a BGSU
student, but “someone who was kind,
full of life, always willing to help
someone else and looking out for
others,” Rogers said.
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Rogers also mentioned a promise
Foltz’s family made to him as he was
passing.
“They made a promise that he
wouldn’t be forgotten and that is
something we share together. We
want to make sure he is not forgotten
and work needs to continue today
and every day as we move forward,”
Rogers said.
During the memorial, a wooden
plaque, standing in place of a bronze
stone marker still being made, was
displayed.
The completed bronze plaque will
be permanently placed in the Greek
village to remember Foltz.
Dunkle represented the student
body’s voice during the memorial as
he was the only student to speak.
“Although I didn’t know him, it is
important to help,” Dunkle said.
Dunkle’s position as IFC president
has included working through
changes after Foltz’s death. The
council is reviewing their chapter
rituals, member conduct standards,
new member intake processes and
even social practices.
IFC is also planning events and
seminars to bring the community
together and to aid the community’s
recovery.
“Stone has had such a huge
impact, even for those of us who
unfortunately never got a chance
to meet him, but his memory
continues and it drives our work
and it drives us everyday to educate
and really work not only amongst
our community members but across
Ohio to make a difference so that no
other community has to suffer that
tragic loss.” Batey said.
Foltz’s death was a factor in the
passing of Collin’s Law, which
established a statewide anti-hazing
framework created by all presidents
of public universities in Ohio.
At the end of the memorial
students were asked to enter the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
and sign an anti-hazing letter,
inviting high school adminstrators to
BGSU for an anti-hazing summit in
August 2022.
For the complete story go to
bgfalconmedia.com
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Welcome to
the New SamB’s!

O

n March 6, 1972, three BGSU
students opened a small sub shop and
named it SamB’s, in honor of Irish playwright Samuel Beckett. I’m Jim Ferrell,
one of those students. Fifty years later,
SamB’s has evolved into Bowling Green’s
premiere place to eat. We’ve recently moved
to a new and completely renovated

facility, one we’re confident you’ll find
beautifully designed, comfortable and
intimate.
We invite you to join us and experience
the SamB's legacy.
Jim Ferrell
BGSU Class of 1972

146 North Main | 419.353.2277 | www.sambs.com

OPINION

Dr. Timothy Messer-Kruse
Department of Ethnic Studies
Dear President Rogers,
I first want to thank you for your
leadership in opposing the bills that
will restrict the teaching of “divisive
concepts” popularly known as
“critical race theory” that are now
reaching their final vote in the Ohio
legislature. It appears likely that one
of these bills, HB 327, will be passed
sometime in the next two weeks.
I am writing out of concern
that after HB 327 becomes law
we as a community of scholars
and educators will have a duty to
inform all prospective new hires of
the subjects they may not research
or teach without risking being

An open letter to President Rogers
investigated and disciplined.
HB 327 outlaws the “promotion,”
“support” or advocacy of seven
distinct concepts that touch on a
great number of academic subjects.
As the determination as to whether
a particular educator’s lessons
constitute “promotion,” “support”
or advocacy are highly subjective,
effectively any discussion of these
topics place a faculty member
in jeopardy of being the subject
of a student-complaint that in
turn automatically triggers an
administrative investigation and
a star-chamber hearing where
prosecutor, judge and jury are all
the same.
As this bill requires each public
college and university to update
its regulations regarding tenure to
“reflect the principles” it establishes,
it will, if it passes, inevitably impact
the requirements for new faculty and
perhaps, even the status of those
already tenured. Fairness and honesty
requires that we duly warn those

Its inclusion here is a hamfisted attempt to smear
ethnic studies and diversity education.
considering applying for positions at
BGSU that certain concepts may not
be taught without the potential for
investigation, discipline and
negative evaluations.
The range of concepts potentially
prohibited, or at least close enough
to potentially entrap faculty in
investigations and discipline include
many of the seven prohibited ideas
seem commonsensical: no one should
teach that “individuals of any race …
are inherently superior or inferior” —
indeed, ethnic studies was founded
on the mission of dispelling just such
ideas. Its inclusion here is a hamfisted attempt to smear ethnic studies
and diversity education. Likewise, I
know of no ethnic studies texts that
advocate that anyone should, “bear
collective guilt and are inherently

responsible for actions committed in
the past.”
But other prohibited concepts
are so broad they encompass
well-established fields of research
and debate. To ban discussing
that, “an individual … is inherently
racist … whether consciously or
unconsciously,” runs counter to a
rich vein of psychological research
into cognitive bias. To ban the debate
over whether, “individuals should
be adversely or advantageously
treated … on the basis of their
race,” is effectively to outlaw
research into any remedies for racist
harm. To mandate that no scholar
should write that “any individual
cannot succeed … because of the
individual’s race” will make it very
hard for historians to explain why

so many African Americans during
slavery were illiterate and so few
were wealthy.
In an apparent attempt to ensure
that their bill does not actually chill
free thought, speech and research,
the crafters of this legislation
included a list of specific topics
that professors are free to discuss,
“in an objective manner and
without endorsement.”
These include “the history of
an ethnic group,” “controversial
aspects of history,” “historical
oppression,” “historical
documents” and the “civil rights
movement.”
To view the rest of the article
go to www.bgfalconmedia.com

